
Dream Day Essentials celebrates 1 year in business 

(February 2013)-Natural products company and woman-owned business Dream Day Essentials has just 

hit their 1 year business milestone. The company, owned by wedding planner Nicole Kaney and health 

and wellness professional Melanie Kasper, sets out to make sure brides-to-be approach their wedding 

preparation the right and healthy way. The company is dedicated to providing the highest quality and 

most innovative supplements available to help brides look and feel their best on their dream day.  

In regards to their one-year milestone, Kasper is grateful for their success, saying, “The continued 

knowledge gained every day is a milestone in itself. As entrepreneurs, each of us has always had a knack 

for figuring stuff out along the way. Looking back over the year, having made some nice relationships 

with prominent bloggers in our demographic, and as we continue to sell out beautiful bottles to new 

customers every day, brand recognition grows.”  

Dream Day Essentials success can be contributed to their excellent lineup of products. Their essential 

vitamins include a B-Complex supplement, Adrenal Support supplement and a Metabolic Support 

supplement. These vitamins, geared toward women aged 25-45, help to provide daily nutritional 

support focused specifically on sustained energy, illuminated beauty and equalized stress levels. 

Melanie Kasper, co-owner and health and wellness blogger at Society Wellness, describes why these 

three specific supplements were chosen. 

“After polling women who we either in the throes of wedding planning or had been a bride in the last 5 

years, we found we needed targeted support for the following qualities: stress, beauty, immunity, 

energy and metabolism. We wanted the products to be super clean and able to withstand rigorous 

scrutiny. Having the 3 formulas is great because customers can mix and match to fit their needs or take 

all 3.”  

Dream Day Essentials stresses their commitment to excellence by only providing products sourced from 

the best companies, confirmed through professional and clinical research, and those that they have 

used themselves. Each supplement features only the highest-quality ingredients, something that Dream 

Day Essentials focuses on in their commitment to wellness.  

“I am very picky and have very high standards when it comes to supplements and ingredients. I think 

everyone should”, says Kasper.  

One example of a stand-out ingredient is Sensoril® Ashwagandha Extract, a stress neutralizer that is 

used in Dream Day Essential’s Adrenal Support supplement.  

“Working in the health food industry I've known about Sensoril® since its debut, and I have heard first-

hand customer testimonials over the years on how people like it. Ashwagandha is an amazing herb, and 

for a new company like ours, having the science and reputation of Sensoril® in an "unknown" formula 

from an unknown company helps support our credibility right from the get go”, Kasper says.  

About Dream Day Essentials 

http://www.sensoril.com/


Dream Day Essentials is a natural products company representing the co-owners shared passion for 

healthy brides and happy lives. Dream Day Essentials wants brides to feel their best on their wedding 

day, and every day for the rest of their lives. They make sure brides-to-be approach wedding 

preparation the right and healthy way with their lineup of high-quality supplements that offer daily 

nutritional support. To learn more about the company, you can visit their website at 

www.dreamdayessentials.com. You can also read co-owner Melanie Kasper’s health and wellness blog 

at www.societywellness.com.  
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